We 
Introduction
Because of the energy-depositional aspects of auroral and dayglow phenomena, attempts to obtain a detailed understanding of these phenomena involve two major tasks: first, the assembly of comprehensive sets of cross sections for excitation, ionization, and dissociation of the involved atmospheric species by electrons and, second, the use of an energy apportionment method to determine the distribution of the electron energy among the various loss processes. In this first paper of a two-paper sequence we attempt to deal with the former task. 
Following the approach of ,Green and
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Here qo and W are the same as in (1), F is the optical oscillator strength, C is a factor determined by the falloff of the cross section with higher energy, and e is the base of the natural logarithm.
We treat Rydberg series the same in both forms by using the simple rule F --F*/n '3 where n* --n-•, F* is a constant for a given series, n is the principal quantum number of the state in question, and • is the quantum defect for the series.
For the contribution to all higher-lying members above and including a certain principal quantum number n we replace n '3 by 2(n -• -«)2. 
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F(E) = FsE/(E + F B) T is the energy of the secondary electron, and E is the energy of the primary electron before the ionizing event.
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The secondary electron will always be defined as the electron with the least energy leaving an ionization event.
Paper number 7A0494. 5081 With these two fits we have parameters for the transitions to the ns or nd type configurations. It seems reasonable to assume that the shapes of the other ns or nd state cross sections should not change appreciably. We will thus postulate that the only two parameters to change in the fitting of the cross sections for other allowed states will be their optical os- A plot of these cross sections is "given in J The solid lines are our fits to this are generally regarded as very reliable cross data using the parameters listed in Table 7 . sections. AoF. refers to the autoionization factor (or branching ratio for ionization). Equation (1) used here. The solid lines are our fits to this data using the parameters listed in 
